
Why Schulte?



Choosing the right place for your career is important. If you join 
our team, we can offer you a unique experience.

At Schulte, we are known for two things: doing great work in the financial services sector — 
and many related industries — and doing things a little differently than many of our peers. 
Our firm culture defines who we are, and we are committed to fostering conditions that 
allow our lawyers to develop their skills. We’re proud to have a team of young, dynamic, 
diverse and entrepreneurial lawyers, complemented by experienced partners who are 
considered the best in their field. We have an atmosphere of professional informality where 
our lawyers are encouraged to be themselves and work collaboratively across practice 
groups. We work as a team to fulfill our clients’ needs, and we encourage client contact 
early in our associates’ careers. Our resources, people and expertise are what make us 
great. We hope you will continue to explore a career with Schulte.

We encourage you to visit our website or contact the Recruiting Department for more information 
about our firm.

Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP 
919 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022 
212.756.2000 | 212.593.5955 fax 
recruiting.department@srz.com | www.srz.com

What Our Summer Associates 
Say About Schulte

Because I’m often working with both a partner
and associate on an assignment, I get to see
intricate fund structures come together up
close and form the greater picture. This stellar
mentoring and instruction has given me a
great look at what it is like to practice at a top
investment management firm.

Cornell law student

The LGBTQ Affinity Group was a highlight 
of my summer experience at Schulte. I felt 
accepted and appreciated for the diverse 
perspective I brought to the firm. Schulte is 
committed to embracing diversity in both  
the summer class and throughout the firm.  

Michigan law student

What stood out to me about the SRZ summer program 
was the truly supportive network of mentors the firm 
provides. My associate buddy really went out of her 
way to make sure my summer went smoothly and that 
I got the most out of my experience. 

USC law student

The summer program has helped me explore 
different practice areas through a variety of 
substantive assignments, formal training, social 
events and mentorships. Everyone I met at Schulte 
has been very welcoming and interested in 
supporting my professional development.

Duke law student

I’m genuinely excited to start working here, 
because I know I’ll be doing important work with 
incredible people from day one. The summer 
program did a great job of exposing me both to the 
firm’s culture and its substantive work. It was really 
great to see how down to earth, hardworking and 
smart everyone working here is. 

Penn law student

My summer mentor has gone above and beyond 
to make me feel comfortable at SRZ. The 
attorneys here are welcoming, approachable and 
happy to take the time to explain challenging 
legal concepts. 

UVA law student

Schulte continues training summer associates 
beyond the initial orientation. Regular training — 
about everything from the financial services 
industry and effective legal writing to the firm 
itself — continues throughout the summer, 
along with consistent encouragement to always 
ask questions. 

Fordham law student

A typical day for me would be drafting 
documents for a hedge fund or working 
on an IPO during the day, then going to a 
firm event in the evening, such as playing 
catch on Citi Field after a Mets game or a 
networking event with one of the practice 
areas in the firm.

NYU law student

So far this summer, I helped my mock LBO team put 
together a bid to buy a company, worked on insider 
trading and defamation cases, spent a week at a 
nonprofit that frees imprisoned journalists, drafted an 
argument for a motion to dismiss and researched the 
risk exposure of overseas funds to political corruption 
and money launderers.  

Columbia law student

Having an associate sit down with me to go over my 
legal research in depth, page by page and case by 
case, to explain things that he thought I did well while 
suggesting ways to improve my skills beyond that of 
a summer or first-year associate was both awesome 
and rewarding. 

Brooklyn law student

The firm is really committed to diversity at the 
workplace; I was put in touch with affinity groups  
at Schulte as soon as I arrived and got to do pro 
bono work associated with my affinity group. 
Schulte is aware of the changing demographics  
at law firms and definitely wants to stay ahead  
of the curve.  

UVA law student

The substantive and engaging assignments 
I’ve received at SRZ have helped bridge the 
gap between learning about the law and 
actually practicing it. 

Georgetown law student

Going into the summer, I was not sure what 
type of work I would like the most. Having 
the opportunity to work with different 
groups throughout the summer has better 
informed me of the kind of work different 
groups do and what I would be doing in 
those departments as an associate.

Harvard law student
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